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unknown black man are beginning to smell even more than
he used to smell alive. Let us bury him quickly and forget
his unfortunate intrusion into Valhalla, which only the white
materialists are fit to occupy.
The secret of Gorahai could no longer be kept. They
carried Afewerk out, his lips firmly compressed, and jplaced
him with great care upon a lorry. They counted their dead
and wounded : twelve killed outright, seventy dying or
seriously hurt. Ethiopians do not consider light wounds.
Fitorari Simu, when the planes had gone, ordered the
retreat; though Afewerk had told him to stick to the
fort.
A broken force, in spirit as well as body, they took their
leader out on his bumping lorry to the north. Gabridihari
also, which had been bombed twice, followed the rout.
The " regulars " in the bush followed in better order.
The Italians entered the empty camp on November 7.
The yellow grass huts had been burnt to the ground. Afewerk
died, I believe, before his lorry reached Daggahbur. All his
army broke out into uncontrollable weeping. I have not
bothered to find out where he was buried. After all, I was
a journalist, and who in England wants to know ?
Colonel Maletti was ordered to pursue the Gorahai
garrison to Daggahbur, with six tanks, eleven armoured
cars, and between two and three hundred Dubats. Clearly
the Italians had hopes of an unlimited advance using
Somali troops only.
An excitable Italian press announced the capture of
Sasabaneh (where there was no Ethiopian position) and
even of Daggahbur.
Gorahai became what Afewerk always feared it would
become : a perfect air base.
The fall of Gorahai and Gabridihari, and the Italian claim
to an advance on Harrar which I did not know then was
extravagant, gave my ideas about the war a nasty jerk.
I knew that Harrar could be taken any day now that the
Ogaden rains were over. The dry bush and hard dusty
earth rolling sweetly to Daggahbur and Jijiga gave easy
passage to the mechanised arm, It was like sending a toy
tank over carpet.
The Italians said that they were at Gabridihari ... at

